
The Micron Explorer SDR550 LCD receiver is a true space diversity design 
that has two receiver sections fed from separate antennae. A combining 
circuit rejects the output from the receiver with the weakest signal, giving a 
dramatic improvement to dead spot (signal dropout) problems, compared to 
a non-diversity or an antenna diversity design. If signals of similar strength 
are received, the outputs are mixed to improve the signal to noise ratio still 
further.  Pilot tone and noise gate circuits ensure that only the desired signal 
will be received and that if the transmitter moves out of range, or goes off-air, 
the receiver will mute reliably.

All Explorer 100 receivers feature multiple RF stages to give outstanding 
sensitivity and selectivity.  The Explorer Companding noise reduction system 
provides trouble-free operation in low RF signal situations, and in hostile RF 
environments. They are small and light enough to fit in a sound bag or mount 
on DV camcorders.

The LCD display makes it possible to set the received frequency in 25kHz 
steps and store up to 100 numbered channels in addition to the 
Multi-Channel (intermodulation-free) named sets, which are factory 
programmed. The receiver covers up to 32MHz anywhere between 450 to 
865MHz, to order. The display can show received signal strengths or battery 
% remaining. It can be used to enter the user channels, control the RF mute 
level, and to disable the Pilot Tone detector for use with non-pilot 
transmitters. The display may be set to show an identifying name, such as 
the artist or character name.

LED displays on the top panel provide continuous information on Diversity 
operation, received signal strength, Receiver battery condition and 
Transmitter battery condition.

The variable audio output can be set for line or mic. levels, to match mixers, 
camcorders and ancillary systems. 

Powering can be from a 9V internal battery or externally via the 4-pin Hirose 
output connector using a Micron AOCPH-HR4 cable.

Explorer 100 diversity receivers use a unique Micron battery compartment 
design, which enables quick and simple battery replacement. This and the 
Explorer’s overall strength and durability, make it well suited to the heavy 
demands of location use.
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Small Diversity Receiver SDR550 LCD

Explorer100 Series

Micron wireless microphone and communication systems 
have been setting industry standards in broadcast and location 
recording for some four decades. The company's design focus 
is on applying sophisticated electronic engineering to achieve 
the optimum balance of performance and cost. 

The Explorer 100 Series combines the legendary Micron 
qualities of sonic integrity, long-term reliability and rock-solid 
construction at a new and highly affordable price point.

Very small true diversity receiver ideal 
for compact DV camcorders

ENG/EFP and location sound

LCD control of Frequency in 25kHz 
steps, stores up to 100 user Channels

Up to 32MHz Tuning range to order 
anywhere from 450 to 865MHz

Pre-programmed with Multi-channel 
(intermodulation free) sets

Signal strength, battery voltage and TX 
low battery LED indicators

Explorer Companding system, noise 
gate, and Pilot tone for reliable reception

Variable mic.- line output level

Rugged, lightweight metal construction

Internal or external powering

Unique easy to operate battery 
compartment



Technical Specifications
   SDR550 LCD
RF Transmission System         True Diversity Receiver

Carrier Range (to order)  450 to 865MHz

Channels  25kHz spacing

Switching Range  Up to 32MHz

Modulation System  F3EGN (FM)

Minimum Channel Spacing  200kHz

Reference Deviation  40kHz

Adjacent Channel Rejection  >80dB

Muting Level (nom.)  1µV

Audio
System S/N Ratio (@ ref.dev) >100dB

Frequency Response  80Hz to 20kHz, ±2dB

Distortion (@ ref.dev)  <0.2% THD

Latency  No digital Delay

Indicator LEDs
Signal Strength/Active Indicators A and B side,  Green: signal >25µV Amber: >5µV Red: <5µV.  No light: MUTED

TX Low Battery Indicator  Red LED lights when TX battery < 6.5V

Battery Condition Indicator  Green: >7.0V,  Amber: >6.5V,  Red: <6.5V,  No light: Battery Flat

LCD 2-Line Display
Default display   Channel Name/Number and Frequency in MHz.

Also available  Receiver battery % remaining, Signal strengths as columns, Identifying name.
 

Controls
Battery Power   ON/OFF recessed slide switch
Audio Output Level Control Pot. Balanced variable output  -42dBV to 0dBV
Program Buttons  UP, Down and Set membrane switch buttons control the LCD display menu.
  The received frequency can be set on 25kHz steps, on up to 100 User defined   
  numbered channels, or by factory preset named Multi-Channel sets
  (intermodulation-free) to suit the switching range.
  The LCD can be set to display Battery Capacity Remaining %
  The LCD can be used as a Dual Signal Strength Meter, range 0 to +40dBµV
  The LCD menu controls Pilot Tone On/Off, for use with non-pilot transmitters
  The LCD menu controls the Mute (Squelch) level in four steps.
  The LCD can programmed to display an identifying name of up to 8 characters.

Power
Battery Type  IEC 6LR61 9V PP3 size alkaline (e.g. Duracell MN1604) or lithium U9VL
Current Consumption  85mA±10%
Battery Life  Approximately 5 hours with alkaline battery, 10 hours with a lithium battery.
External Power  7.5 to 16V dc (with ‘AOCPH-HR4’ cables)

Dimensions  

  W: 63mm, D: 22mm, H: 121mm,  Weight: 200g with alkaline battery

Accessories Included  2 Antennas, Audio output cable, Quick User Guide with preset Channel list,
  Instruction Manual (on CD) 
Accessories also available   Portable 2-way (DDH2-A) and multi-channel system cases (SDRQH-A, SQDC-A) are 
      available to carry up to 4-SDR receivers or can be cascaded to 6 or 8 channels.   
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